Abstract: This paper addresses an inventory routing problem in vendor managed inventory systems with explicit consideration of buffer stock levels at warehouses. The problem involves a manufacturer delivering a product to a set of warehouses with available fleet capacity with the objective of minimising transportation and inventory costs. We have developed an integer linear programme (ILP) and proposed a hybrid heuristic for the problem. In the proposed heuristic, inventory is allocated using an ILP, vehicles are allotted to customers on the basis of proximity and routes for vehicles are determined using simulated annealing. The proposed heuristic is validated with different datasets and found to be performing well.
Introduction
Enhancement of supply chain through integration of supply chain drivers is gaining momentum because of the tangible and intangible benefits over the entire supply chain. It has become indispensable to address supply chain decisions from an integrated point of view considering various drivers since addressing a single function (transportation) may lead to disruption of other supply chain functions (inventory, production and location). Over the years, the emergence of supply chain management (SCM) has shifted the responsibility for inventory control to the vendors, leading to the concept of vendor managed inventory (VMI), a distribution and inventory control system in which the stock positions and demand rates are known across the supply chain (Disney and Towill, 2002) . It is a streamlined approach to inventory and order fulfilment in which a vendor continuously and automatically replenishes a trading partner's inventory. In order to meet customer demand, vendor must ensure appropriate quantities of storage at the point of demand and must ensure optimal distribution plans that include routing of the distribution vehicles. This requirement has evolved as the inventory routing problem (IRP), which focuses on the coordination of inventory replenishment and transportation. IRP involves distribution through chosen routes to a set of customers with varying daily demand and managing inventory, such that no customer runs out of the commodity at anytime, at minimum total cost. In this paper, we solve the issue of distribution of products to multiple warehouses from a manufacturing plant with the objective of minimising inventory and transportation costs. The aim is to develop a solution approach which is computationally efficient to handle large datasets and real life cases of IRP. Federgruen and Zipkin (1984) , Burns et al. (1985) , Blumenfeld et al. (1985) and Roundy (1985) are among the earliest to study the IRP. Variants of the problem have evolved, based on characteristics such as: Over the last three decades, IRP has been studied in various contexts and several approaches to solution have been proposed. Since the problems are complex, much of the literature is on development of methodology under various assumptions. The majority of the studies have focused on IRPs involving tactical decisions and infinite horizon Gallego and Simchi-Levi, 1990; Stacey et al., 2007; Aghezzaf, 2008, 2009) . Strategic IRP has been studied by Larson (1988) , and Webb and Larson (1995) . Andersson et al. (2010) provided a comprehensive literature review on IRPs and emphasised the need for models that address real-world problems. In this paper, we study an IRP in a one-to-many network with deterministic demand at warehouses. A brief summary of literature has been presented in Table 1 . We develop an integer linear programme (ILP) for the problem. A hybrid heuristic is introduced to solve the problem and is compared with upper bound solutions obtained by solving the ILP using ILOG CPLEX 9.0. The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. In Section 3, problem description is detailed. Section 4, presents the assumptions made in this study and discusses the mathematical model for the IRP. This is followed by description of the proposed heuristic in Section 5. The results are discussed in Section 6. Section 7 presents the conclusions.
Literature review
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Problem descriptions
We consider a VMI system in a network with a manufacturing facility and W warehouses. Warehouses face deterministic time varying demand over a finite time horizon T. To deal with uncertainties, a safety stock is maintained at warehouses. Manufacturing facility supply finished products to warehouses under VMI contract. Vehicles are routed from manufacturing plant to W warehouses, each with capacity VCAP.
A vehicle with a route r in a time period t starts with pick-up node (manufacturing plant) to collect the shipment quantities and sequentially visits the delivery nodes (warehouses) to deliver the shipment. In any route r ∈ R, a set of feasible routes, the visit of a delivery node by multiple vehicles is not allowed.
For a multi-product environment with products having negligible variances in their inventory holding costs and storage space, the demands of the products can be consolidated as for a single item or bundle or package (Abdelmaguid et al., 2009 ). Now, the task is to analyse a combined inventory and routing problem and determine an optimal inventory and distribution plan.
Solution methodology
This section consists of a mathematical model (ILP) and a hybrid heuristic for the problem under study.
The major assumptions for the proposed model are stated below 1 finished goods inventory exists only in the warehouse 2 transportation cost between manufacturer and warehouse is based on distance 3 each vehicle can tour only once in a time period 4 vehicles are homogeneous 5 all vehicles start and end at same node (virtual origin) 6 shortages and back-ordering are not allowed.
Mathematical model
The objective function of the ILP has the following cost components:
1 inventory carrying cost at warehouse 2 transportation cost between nodes, based on distance, for manufacturers and warehouses 3 fixed vehicle-operating cost. 
Notations
1 if vehicle drives from node to in time period 0 Otherwise
Subject to • Constraint set (2) ensures flow of each vehicle v through each node h in a time
• Constraint set (3) limits each delivery node to be visited by only one vehicle.
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• Constraint set (4) enforces vehicle v not to visit node i, if there is no load to be delivered at that node.
• Constraint set (5) restricts the total quantity picked up by a vehicle v in time period t to be within vehicle capacity.
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• Constraint set (6) conserves the flow of material at delivery node i during time t
• Inventory in warehouses at any time t should be maintained above pre-specified safety stock level.
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• Constraint sets (8), (9) and (10) deal with elimination of sub-tours.
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Hybrid heuristic
IRPs are computationally hard to solve as it comprises of vehicle routing problem (VRP), a well-known NP-hard problem to be solved for multiple time periods (Abdelmaguid et al., 2009) . To tackle this issue of computational difficulty, a blend of techniques has been used and a hybrid heuristic has been proposed for solving the problem. The proposed heuristic has three stages viz., inventory allocation, clustering of warehouses and routing of vehicles. The three stage framework adopted in this study is shown in Figure 1 . Inventory allocation to W warehouses for T periods is carried out by an ILP which considers vehicle capacity and safety stock constraints, clustering of delivery nodes (warehouses) with replenishment is performed using K-means clustering for each time period and the corresponding routing sequences for vehicles are determined using simulated annealing (SA).
Inventory allocation -ILP
An ILP is developed to determine the allocation quantity, wt Q′ for W warehouses in T time periods and the number of vehicles used in each time period, n t . The model is as follows. 
Subject to • Total vehicle capacity constraint Quantity of products transported from manufacturer to warehouse w in a time period t should be less than or equal to the vehicle capacities.
• Number of vehicles
The number of vehicles should be less than or equal to the total number of vehicles available. 
The ILP gives the customer-time period matrix, which comprises replenishment quantities for all warehouses at each time period and the number of vehicles utilised at each time period.
Comparison between ILP for master problem and the ILP in hybrid heuristic
Given that the inventory carrying costs at warehouses and fleet capacity in both the ILPs are same, allocation quantities depends solely on the routing costs. C i,j in ILP for the master problem is a dynamic variable based on i, j ∈ {W}, whereas in ILP used for stage 1 of hybrid heuristic, for each delivery node, an approximation is made by setting the arc-based transportation cost as an average of transportation costs for reaching that node to arrive at the allocation quantities. Therefore, allocations are approximations and are not optimal. For instance, hybrid heuristic * .
.
where ρ is a factor which represents the increase in total inventory cost from that of the optimal.
Clustering using K-means algorithm
Stage 2 comprises of a clustering algorithm to cluster warehouses taking into account vehicle capacities. Using the solution obtained from stage 1, K-means algorithm is performed for each time period. Once cluster is done, the relocate operator is used to make the clusters feasible considering vehicle capacity and demand for each cluster. SA is then employed to determine the routes of the vehicles.
Notations used in clustering ne
Excess cluster (ne = 1, 2, 3 … NE) Excess cluster refers to a cluster which is capable of accommodating excess quantity. Short cluster refers to a cluster whose total demand is more than the vehicle capacity.
• Relocate operator: A warehouse w from short cluster ns is relocated to an excess cluster ne which is capable of accommodating the warehouses' demand.
Algorithm 1 Clustering algorithm
Step 1 Perform K-means clustering with K → n t
Step 2 Calculate TL k ∈ (1, 2, … K); For all clusters (1, 2 … K), if (TL k < VCAP), the result is feasible and go to Step 6; else Step 3.
Step 3 Relocate operator Step 4 Once all the clusters are feasible, go to stage 3 (SA heuristic);
Routing of vehicles -SA
In stage 3, SA is proposed to determine the routes of the vehicles.
Notations used in SA T j Temperature at iteration j T ini
Initial temperature
T fin
Final temperature
NI

Number of iterations
X i Solution vector in iteration i f(X i ) Objective value for solution vector X i
Cooling scheme
The following logarithmic cooling scheme (Lundy and Mees, 1986 ) has been used. Number of iterations, NI is kept as 10,000 (based on experimentation).
Selection probability
The probability of selection of an inferior solution (X new ) is given by the following equation, 
Temperature settings
Initial temperature is set at 47.4. The initial temperature is selected based on the inferiority of the perturbed solution (Parthasarathy and Rajendran, 1998 ). An inferior solution, inferior by 10% from the actual solution, is accepted with an associated probability of 0.9. 
Perturbation scheme
We use the following perturbation schemes at different temperature zones (corresponding to different iteration zones), in order to have high diversification at high temperatures and high intensification at low temperatures Table 2 Iteration zones vs. perturbation schemes
Iteration zones Perturbation scheme
1 to NI/3 3-opt perturbation scheme NI/3 to 2.NI/3 2-opt perturbation scheme 2.NI/3 to NI Random swap Notes: 3-opt perturbation scheme: in this scheme, three cells in a vector are exchanged with each other. 2-opt perturbation scheme: in this scheme, two cells in the vector are exchanged with each other. Random swap: two cells of the vector are selected randomly and are swapped.
Algorithm 2 SA algorithm
Step 1 T in = 47.4; T fin = 0.6; NI = 10,000, EPOCHSET = 1; No. of initial solution strings (n) = 1;
Step 2 Generate n (X 1 to X n ) random initial strings f * (X) = min {f(X 1 ), f(X 2 ), f(X 3 ) … f(X n )} ; X * = X; /*Select the best string as the initial solution */
Step 3 } while (T i = T fin );
Step 4 Return the final solution
Computational results and discussions
The mathematical model and hybrid heuristic are evaluated by computational experiments conducted over datasets. Mathematical model has been solved using ILOG CPLEX 9.0, and hybrid heuristic using ILOG Concert in Microsoft Visual C++ 6.0.
Experimental design
To test the proposed solution approaches, 60 instances have been generated and these are comparable to the instances available in literature. Warehouses are located randomly in a grid of size 50 × 50. The coordinates for the warehouses are generated using a uniform distribution while the manufacturer is fixed at the centre of the grid. Datasets are generated for the following conditions based on the pattern of Abdelmaguid et al. (2009) .
Number of warehouses ( ) 15, 20, 25
Number of time periods ( ) 5, 7
Number of vehicles ( ) 2,3
We consider three levels of W (15, 20, and 25), two levels of T (5, 7) and two levels of V (2, 3) and obtain 12 datasets with different combination of levels of W, T and V (3*2*2 = 12). We define a ratio
Total vehicle capacity Average demand per time period Average demand per time period VCR − = VCR value is set as 1.5. To account for randomness, five instances have been generated for each dataset. Demands for warehouses have been generated from a uniform distribution over the range {1, 30} (Aghezzaf et al., 2006) . Transportation costs between different warehouses have been calculated using Euclidean distances. Inventory holding costs at warehouses is taken as 1 per unit per unit time period. A fixed cost of operating each vehicle is set as ten (Abdelmaguid and Dessouky, 2006; Abdelmaguid et al., 2009 ). The naming convention used for the datasets starts with number of warehouses followed by number of time periods, number of vehicles and replication number each separated by hyphen. For example, first replication of a dataset with W = 15, T = 5, V = 2 is represented as 15-5-2-1. Table 3 shows the network characteristics of test datasets. Table 3 Network characteristics of datasets Dataset  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12   W  15  15  15  15  20  20  20  20  25  25  25  25   T  5  5  7  7  5  5  7  7  5  5  7  7   V  2  3  2  3  2  3  2  3  2  3  2  3 VCAP 300 225 300 225 400 300 400 300 500 400 500 400
Computational study -mathematical model
The proposed ILP model is tested on a set of 60 problem instances, which were solved using ILOG CPLEX 9.0 on a PC with INTEL(R) Core (TM) 2 Duo Processor @ 3 GHz, 2.0 GB RAM. The problem instances were run for a stipulated time of 1 hour. ILOG CPLEX 9.0 was able to provide optimal solutions for most of the datasets. Owing to the inherent NP hard nature of the problem, it is computationally difficult to obtain optimal solution for rest of the datasets. Within the pre-set time limit of 1 hour, ILOG CPLEX 9.0 yielded feasible solutions which have been used as upper bound solutions for comparison. Instances which failed to provide a feasible solution within an hour is run with a time limit of about three hours. The results are summarised in Table 4 . 
Total cost obtained by ILP; (d) total cost determined using hybrid heuristic; NS -no solution 
Total cost obtained by ILP; (d) total cost determined using hybrid heuristic; NS -no solution
Computational study -hybrid heuristic
The proposed heuristic is evaluated against 60 instances which were run using ILOG Concert in Microsoft Visual C++ 6.0 on the PC with INTEL(R) Core (TM) 2 Duo Processor @ 3 GHz, 2.0 GB RAM. Results are shown in Table 4 along with transportation and inventory cost components. The computation times for all the instances are also shown in Table 4 . Solutions obtained from heuristic are compared with upper bound solutions obtained from CPLEX. In most of the instances, results obtained from heuristic outperform upper bound solutions. On comparing the solutions obtained with upper bound solutions, heuristic yields solutions better than the upper bound from ILOG CPLEX 9.0 with an average gap of about 5% (Figure 2) . In some instances, ILOG CPLEX could not provide feasible solutions with a preset time limit of 1 hour. But, heuristic is found to be capable of providing feasible solutions in negligible amount of time to such instances. Computational times of proposed heuristic are far less compared to the computational time for arriving at the upper bound solutions from CPLEX. Hybrid heuristic is relatively efficient in terms of computation time and quality of solutions.
Conclusions
We have addressed an IRP with explicit consideration of safety stocks at warehouses and modelled it as an ILP. We propose a hybrid heuristic and test it over datasets of various sizes. Against the bench-mark of upper bound solutions obtained from CPLEX, the heuristic is found to fetch good solutions in quick computing time.
The proposed method can be used by real-world VMI systems in the manufacturing sector. It can be extended to solve problems with multiple objectives. It has scope for application to different network structures with multiple sources (multi-depot IRP) and/or with a central depot(s) and for extensions that consider travel time, loading/unloading time and warehouse operating time.
